STABILIZE
Buffered Shirt Neutralizer

Description of Product

STABILIZE is a highly buffered liquid sour. Protects against rust and over-souring of designer shirts with reactive dyes.

Where to Use

• Designed specifically for controlled souring of shirts.
• Of special interest to shirt laundries which have high proportion of shirts made overseas with unknown dye stability.
• Where rust is a problem.

Features

1. Safe organic acid carefully buffered to protect against possible over-souring.
2. STABILIZE is extensively buffered for maximum safety.
3. Stable, easy to use liquid.
4. STABILIZE can be added manually or through dispenser.
5. Introduced as result of collaboration with IFI.
6. Will minimize or eliminate rust stains in shirt laundries.
7. Color: Golden

For specific usage instructions, please contact your local U.N.X. Territory Manager. After a comprehensive survey of your operation, a customized procedure will be developed.